
 

 

 

  

 Part 4   

 

Tempted by the Fruit of Another (A Little Red Diversion) 

 

Last month saw the Green n Mean’s back end problems remedied; it also saw the purchase of 

another V12 XJS by the lost soul writing this article.  It was shiny red, rot free and 30 miles away, 

purchased without any form of logic or remorse. 

The reason I’m mentioning this car is that it also had problems in the rear sub frame area, seized 

brakes, rotting fuel pipes to name but a few. Problems that the Lean n Green didn’t suffer from, but 

detailing these problems and subsequent remedies is important as some of the work is much easier 

with the sub frame removed.   

 

 



Over axle fuel pipes -  you can smell it, you just can’t see it! 

 

Over axle fuel pipes 

 

The XJS has two fuel pipes running from tank to engine bay and back. One feeds fuel to the engine, 

the other returns any surplus fuel back to the tank. Both these pipes emerge from the boot floor and 

venture over the IRS on either side before scuttling along adjacent sides of the prop shaft tunnel. 

The problems begin just where they emerge from the boot and enter the big wide world. They are 

subjected to the usual pebble bashing and grit salt that rots the rest of the car and suffer in the same 

way, however the result is a little more insidious. The pipes corrode until they become porous and 

start to leak, but you can’t see the leak because the petrol vaporises so quickly, you can smell it but 

can’t locate it. This is bad enough until one day the pipe ruptures and leaves you in a fine mess far 

from home. 

The good news is that the over axle pipes have union connections at either end of their relatively 

short lengths so replacement is not too taxing. The bad news is that they go over the IRS and are 

clipped to the body so doing this job with IRS removed is definitely easier. 

Don’t go undoing any other unions willy nilly, they don’t like being disturbed and work hardened 

pipes and olives may not seal once tightened back up. The name of the game is to look at the new 

pipes and just undo fittings relative to them. (Easier when done by two people)  



With the IRS removed, I had a good look at the Red’s fuel pipes, they weren’t leaking but were 

definitely circling the drain so to speak. New pipes can be purchased from Jaguar specialists; they are 

not cheap at around £40 each, but if you think of the consequences of a fuel leak, plus the ease of 

replacement whilst the IRS is out, there isn’t really much fat to be chewed.  

 

PLEASE NOTE: the tank needs to be drained and fuel system depressurised to change the pipes. (See 

the section on sump tanks)          

 

While you’re here guvner, just have a look at this! 

 

ECU vacuum pipe 

On the right hand side of the car adjacent to where the fuel pipe emerges runs another pipe, 

probably in the same sorry state as its neighbour. This is not a fuel pipe but the vacuum pipe that 

runs from the inlet manifold of the engine to the ECU tucked away in the right hand flying buttress.  

If this corrodes through then the ECU will not function correctly due to discrepancies in vacuum 

readings, and your engine will be all over the place. At the time of writing I have not found a 

replacement section for this pipe. It is 5/16” OD which then reduces to ¼” OD as it connects to 

rubber hosing inside the boot. This car is not ready to go back on the road just yet but to keep it 



running, I’ve cut back to good pipe adjacent to the IRS and replaced this with rubber hose, not really 

recommended but there you go, it’s better than leaky steel pipe. 

 

Inset shows break in pipe 

 

Petrol swirl pot/sump tank and other stories 

 

Below the main fuel tank tucked away under the battery tray is the petrol sump tank or swirl pot. 

I’ve been told that this acts as a last chance saloon, it gives the fuel pump just a little extra once the 

main tank has drained and the 1 or 2 litres that the sump tank contains will get you and your 5.3 litre 

V12 safely to that petrol station. HA!  

Anyway, regardless of its purpose its there in all its fiddly knuckle scraping  glory and while you’re 

messing with the fuel and vacuum pipes it would be prudent to give it a once over as it tends to 

collect large amounts of debris which plug the fuel pump suction line. 

 

Before doing anything the hoses connecting the main tank to the sump tank have to be clamped or 

the system drained, I prefer the latter but that’s your call. Either way its best if there’s next to 

nothing left in the tank before you start. 

The system is drained via the drain plug at the bottom of the sump tank. This is not an ordinary plug. 

It is similar in design to a bleed nipple in that you only have to undo it a turn or so before anything 



comes out. The said valve is accessed by removing the rubber bung in the boot floor and cracking 

the plug off its seat with an 11/16” socket. 

That’s the theory, but the sad fact is that aperture and plug never line up; you have the choice 

between ‘modifying’ the aperture or unbolting the tank until the two items align. 

The reason I suggest using a socket initially is that if you try to undo a 20 year old plug with an open 

ended spanner you’ll just round off the flats. Once the plug has been undone slightly its easier to use 

a spanner. A short length of hose connected to the drain plug extension and into a jerry can is the 

best way to do it. (Find some way of securing the hose otherwise it just drops into the can.) 

 

Remove the three bolts securing the swirl pot and pull it out far enough to disconnect the three 

hoses. I should add that it is wise to remove all the boot carpet that you can and have some kind of 

petrol resistant container to catch the inevitable spillage. 

 

 

Fuel sump tank contents 

Once the tank is removed put it on a bench and remove the pump suction pipe.  This is retained by a 

collar and the incorrect use of a flat bladed screwdriver will have it undone in no time. Prise out the 

suction pipe complete with flange and you’ll see what all the fuss is about.  



 

Sump tank (left), suction pipe (middle) and fuel strainers (right - and below enlarged) 

What will probably emerge is the internal section of pipe complete with a blocked strainer. You may 

even find that the strainer has dropped off and is lying in the bottom of the tank. It won’t get lonely, 

lying next to it will be a lot of crud, mainly rust from the tank internals, no need for me to say get rid 

of this, but I will anyway. 

 



 

Closer inspection of the strainer will probably reveal that it is mainly blocked or even varnished over. 

The best thing to do is throw both strainer and rubber flange joint away and order new ones from 

the usual Jaguar suppliers. (Around £20 including P&P) The new strainer will have a bigger surface 

area and won’t get plugged so easily.  

 

When replacing the tank, if you want to spend a longer period of time encamped in the boot, then 

secure the tank before attaching the hoses. Then spend a fun and fume filled half hour taking the 

tank back out and attaching the hoses first. Whilst everything is drained and depressurised change 

the fuel filter which is located behind the spare wheel.  

 

Sorry for this little diversion away from the green n mean but the tasks detailed above do run 

parallel with having the rear sub removed. The Welsh Dragon is progressing nicely and I will continue 

with details of the front sub frame next month.  

 

 

 

      For further information and advice, please contact Just XJS 

 

Phone: 07940 998199 

 

E-Mail: justxjsltd@gmail.com  
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